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Get Naked & Rip The System!

THE SOCIAL JUSTICE ISSUE

FEATURING THE REVOLUTIONARY
NIKKI DIESEL
FROM KIT KAT CLUB

HOLLYWOOD SCANDALS! SEXY FEMINISTS! HUEY LEWIS!
SPEARMINT RHINO
GENTLEMEN’S CLUBS

FULL BAR
FREE ENTRY ALL DAY!
ALWAYS AUDITIONING DANCERS!

DANCERS:
• PAY NO LATE FEES • NO MANDATORY TIP OUTS
• KEEP AN OPEN SCHEDULE • 21+ DANCERS

15826 SE DIVISION ST  PORTLAND, OR 97236  (503) 894-9219
4 PM - 2:30 AM  7 DAYS A WEEK  21+  FULL BAR
SPEARMINTRHINO.COM  RHINOSUPERSTORE.NET

GET COZY...
We Now Deliver!

RHINOSUPERSTORE.NET
SEE WHAT’S NEW AT THE SPEARMINT RHINO SUPERSTORE ONLINE!
SCAN TO SHOP NOW!
Club Rouge
Presents
The Hottest Events in Portland

THURSDAY MAY 11
CHRISTY MACK IS BACK!

DON'T KNOW CHRISTY?
CHECK HER OUT ONLINE
AND SEE FOR YOURSELF!

2nd ANNUAL
MISS NUDE OREGON
CONTEST

MAY 28

$4,000 IN CASH & PRIZES
VACATION TRIP • PHOTO SHOOT • CASH & MORE
CONTACT US FOR DETAILS. ALL CONTESTANTS WELCOME.
CONTESTANTS MUST SIGN UP PRIOR TO 7PM MAY 27TH

ANYONE CAN ENTER
WIN!

21+ FULL BAR • FULLY NUDE • 4TH AVE AT SW STARK ST • OPEN MON-SAT 11AM-2AM, SUN 2PM-2AM • 503.227.3936

CLUBROUGEPORTLAND.COM

$$$ ALWAYS CONTRACTING PORTLAND’S BEST ENTERTAINERS 18+ • STOP IN AND SPEAK WITH A MANAGER TODAY $$$
DAMN! 20+ GIRLS FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS

SWEET SNEAKERS OF THE MONTH

KALYPSO

DUSK TIL DAWN

CASA DIABLO

6415 SE MCLoughlin Blvd. Portland, OR 97222 (503) 229-6510

OPEN EVERYDAY FROM 2:00PM THRU 2:00AM. WWW.DUSK-TIL-DAWN.CLUB

DAILY AUDITIONS 1PM-3PM

STRIP JENGA $$$$ PRIZES TITS & ASS FREE STUFF & MORE

THURSDAY NIGHTS VIDEO LOTTERY 666
Cabaret
More Than Just A Strip Club!

OPEN 2PM TO 2:30AM • HAPPY HOUR 2PM-7PM DAILY
17544 SE STARK ST • (503) 252-3529

COME CELEBRATE...
CINCO DE MAYO - CABARET STYLE!
ENJOY DRINK SPECIALS, CEVICHE AND NAVAJO TACO SPECIALS WITH YOUR FAVORITE GIRLS!

4 CHAMPAGNE ROOMS, VIP ROOMS & LAP DANCE CORNERS - YOUR CHOICE!
HUGE MAIN STAGE, LONG CATWALK STAGE AND CAGE STAGE!
LARGE HEATED AND COVERED PATIO WITH 2 BIG SCREEN TVs!
ASK ABOUT OUR BIRTHDAY & BACHELOR PARTY PACKAGES!
EROTIC 2-GIRL HOT TUB SHOWS!
FRI & SAT, 12AM - 1AM
HOME OF THE DOLLAR DANCES!

Revi
ENTERTAINER & BIRTHDAY GIRL OF THE MONTH

ENTERTAINERS ALWAYS NEEDED
LARGE DRESSING ROOM WITH SHOWER & TANNING BED
CALL TO SCHEDULE AUDITIONS (503) 252-3529

FOLLOW US ON & LIKE US ON !
Voted Top 50 Strip Clubs Nationwide!

The New SAFARI SHOWCLUB

PORTLAND’S PREMIER STRIP CLUB!
3000 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 231-9199
OPEN MON-SAT 11AM-2:30AM, SUN 4PM-2:30AM

MICROBREW MONDAYS
SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL CRAFT DRAFTS!

TACO TUESDAYS
TEQUILA & TACO SPECIALS!

WHISKEY WEDNESDAYS
ALL THE WHISKEY!

THIRSTY THURSDAYS
NEW SPECIALS EACH WEEK!

SERVICE INDUSTRY NIGHT
EVERY SUNDAY!

90S NIGHT
SATURDAY, MAY 20

HAPPY HOUR 11AM-7PM • VIDEO LOTTERY • DAILY LUNCH & DINNER SPECIALS

NEW SAFARI PIZZA SPECIALS
EVERY DAY!

AUDITIONING DANCERS 21+!

FOR BOOKING OR TO SCHEDULE AN AUDITION AT SAFARI SHOWCLUB, CONTACT ALE • (503) 268-7429 BETWEEN 10AM & 10PM

WWW.SAFARISHOWCLUB.COM POWERED BY XOTICSPOT • CALL TO BOOK BACHELOR PARTIES!
NO COVER CHARGE

HAPPY HOUR 3PM-6PM

BARGAIN BEER MONDAYS

2-FOR-1 LAP DANCES ALL DAY TUESDAYS

NOW FEATURING ALL VIDEO LOTTERY GAMES!

AUDITIONS DAILY
(503) 482-3494 / (971) 295-3780

(503) 430-5364 · 10140 SW CANYON RD · BEAVERTON, OR 97005 · OPEN 3PM–2:30AM DAILY
#1 IN PORTLAND FOR 10 YEARS!

SPECIALIZING IN LAP DANCES, MASTURBATION/TOY SHOWS, FETISHES & MORE!
COME GET NAKED WITH US!

Also featuring: Araya, April, Candy, Carmen, Fantasy, Jazmyne, Karma, Kim, Koko, Kyle, Leela, Lei, Lani, Mya, Riley, Samara, Sapphire, Serena & Tatiana!

TUE, WED & THU 10AM-7PM
@ NE 82ND AVE LOCATION &
FRI 10AM-10AM
@ SE FOSTER RD LOCATION

NEW MODELS AT EACH LOCATION!

BEST IN TOWN! - 3 LOCATIONS - OPEN 24/7

PDX AIRPORT LOCATION
3414 NE 82ND AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97220 :: (503) 384-2794

SE PDX LOCATION
5226 SE FOSTER RD
PORTLAND, OR 97206 :: (971) 255-0133

SW PDX LOCATION
10813 SW BARBUR BLVD
PORTLAND, OR 97219 :: (503) 206-5874

PUSSYCATS’ PRIVACY POLICY: NO CAMERAS, VIDEO OR AUDIO RECORDING DEVICES ARE EVER PLACED IN THE PRIVATE SHOW ROOMS. PUSSYCATS ALWAYS PROTECTS YOUR PRIVACY.
Mystic Gentleman's Club

9950 SE Stark St • (503) 477-9523
Corner of 99th & Washington • 2 blocks off I-205
Open 11AM-2:30AM Daily
WWW.MYSTICPDX.COM

JOKER POKER RUN
Saturday, June 3
Last Stop Mystic!
Come bring your bike out for
Good times and drinks!
For more details,
Contact Bobby (971) 202-6215

MYSTIC BOUTIQUE
Open to the Public
Great selection of dance apparel & shoes

HAPPY HOUR
11AM-6PM Daily

Little AMSTERDAM Wellness Center
Visit our website for locations and hours
WWW.LITTLEAMSTERDAMPDX.COM
Three locations to serve you

Hiring Dancers 21+ • Open Auditions Tue & Fri 2PM-8PM • (503) 803-1830
Bringing The Sideshow To The Showclub

Kit Kat Club

JULIETTE ELECTRIQUE

Every Friday & Saturday Night
Join us for 2 Cabaret Showcases
Starring Sexy Showgirls & Naughty Kitties
In themed feature sets
Burlesque, Circus, Sideshow & Satire!

(Seating at 11pm & 1am
Reservations, VIP accommodations & bottle service available)

Open 4pm-2:30am daily - kitkatclubpdx.com
231 SW Ankeny • Downtown Portland

Monday - Naughty 90's with Nik Sin
Tuesday - Sideshow Spectacular with Mystic O'Reilley
Wednesday - Nerd Night with Jimmy Newstetter
Thursday - Big Top Booty Drop with John Dutch
PARADISE ADULT VIDEO
It’s National Masturbation Month!

20% Off Your Whole Purchase If You Buy Lube & Toy Cleaner With Toy!

15% Off All Toys

Always Open
Large Glass Selection
DVDs As Low As $4.99

Dancers-Only Discount 20% Off!!!

Full Arcade, Toys, Lube, N-O & More!

14712 SE STARK ST | PORTLAND | 503-255-9414
Check Out Our Huge, New Line Of Lingerie, Dancerwear & Shoes!

Fantasyland ADULT SUPERSTORE

Come On In!
503-655-4667
16014 SE 82ND DRIVE
JUST EAST OF I-205,
OFF THE ESTACADA EXIT

DVDS STARTING AT $9.99
KAMA SUTRA
GREAT GIFTS & TOYS
DVD SALES & RENTALS
FULL ARCADE
EXOTIC OILS
LOTIONS & CREAMS

Scarlet Lounge
FACEBOOK.COM/SCARLETLOUNGE

ACTIVE MILITARY & VETERANS SPECIALS EVERY DAY!

Violet

HIRING DANCERS 21+
LOW STAGE FEES
NO MANDATORY TIP OUTS
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING OPTIONS
WALK IN / CALL KC (971) 361-1427

12646 SE DIVISION ST • (503) 477-4318 • SCARLETLOUNGEPDX.COM

OPEN
10AM-2:30AM DAILY
HAPPY HOUR NOON-5PM
VIDEO LOTTERY
ATM
POOL TABLE
PRIVATE DANCE ROOMS
Monica

ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN PORTLAND
8345 SW BARBUR BLVD
(503) 244-7630 • OPEN 11AM-2:30AM DAILY
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BOOMPDX

TWO STAGES FEATURING
PORTLAND’S HOTTEST DANCERS

PRIVATE DANCE BOOTHS

SUNKEN COCKTAIL BAR

LUNCH SPECIALS

POOL TABLE

VIDEO POKER & KENO

Every night is a good night
for a little Boom Boom

TEXAS HOLD ‘EM POKER
GAMES EVERY DAY & NIGHT

FOR DANCER AUDITIONS, EMAIL PHOTO & INFO TO
BOOMDANCERS@GMAIL.COM
OR TEXT (503) 453-3946
THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

CLUB SINROCK

DJ DICK HENNESSY’S
MOTORBOOTY
TWERKING COMPETITION

SAT MAY 20
9PM

VIP TABLES AVAILABLE!!!

TO ENTER CONTEST, CONTACT DICK
& (503) 380-5860

$3,000 CASH & PRIZES

VOTED BEST STRIP CLUB FOOD!

VOTED BEST PRIVATE DANCE ROOMS

VOTED BEST UPScale CLUB PORTLAND 2017

12035 NE GLISAN ST, PORTLAND • 503. 889. 0332
OPEN 2pm - 2:30am MONDAY thru SUNDAY
AUDITION HOTLINE: text call 360. 335. 7721 • follow us on: like us:

THE VAULT LOUNGE
YOUR PRIVATE PARTY ROOM
Straddling two generations and my love/hate relationship with both Gen-X and Millennials, I'm pretty confidently failing as I sift through all of this shit—the social injustices of being in your 40s, when your friends and co-workers are five to fifteen years younger (and, the other half are five to fifteen years older).

I was raised by baby boomers, which means I was one of the last group of people whose parents took pride in the fact that they beat the fuck out of their kids. We were taught that good boys were strong football players and good girls were pretty, thin and agreeable. Our grandparents were openly racist and we had one of the last groups of parents who didn’t understand that antidepressants were considered mainstream. We were the first group of kids who ate TV dinners and McDonald’s several times a week, while our moms worked—making less money than they should have and still did all the traditional household chores. Oh, the Reagan Recession was also in full swing.

I imagine myself nesting between two asshole generations, and no one has any idea of the rock and hard place that I’ve been put. If I could just be a straight Gen-X person, then I could live conscience-free... running the streets while calling everyone fat, judging them on their looks, throwing Coke cans into the Willamette River and driving my SUV down the Spring Water Trail bike path, destroying homeless camps...then going to lunch with my friends and getting laser hair removal to permanently remove all my pubic hair.

Or, if I were a Millennial, I would work part-time, live a childless life with my eight housemates and enjoy eating Pho every night. I would live in one of three constant states: asleep, stoned or extra stoned. I would be center of my parents’ universe, knowing they will always throw me cash when I can’t make rent. My life would consist of comedy, art, being sex-positive and only body-positive words would cross my mind. I would have shame-free, guiltless sex and it wouldn’t have to mean anything. I would have time to police social injustices. The only hair I would ever shave would be the hair on the sides of my head. Oh, and tattoos—lots of tattoos.

Well, I get neither of these. I get all the pleasure of full-time work and having children, broken appliances, missed deadlines, forgotten bills, dealing with rescheduled orthodontic appointments, school meetings, getting sexually harassed and body-shamed. I also get to hear it from Millennials, who make me feel that I’m not feminism-ing hard enough or correctly. I’m unable to keep up with who is mad at who and why. I was recently bullied online for going to the Women’s March, but not attending the protests (you know, the protests with tear gas and jail time). Of course, it was coming from a keyboard warrior who doesn’t have children. I won’t defend this, because it is very ridiculous.

I also heard grumblings when I co-hosted a comedy show where I chose to showcase women, but it wasn’t favored because it wasn’t considered a safe space*. I actually have a very progressive reason for hosting this show and it was by design. First, you can’t really have a showcase/open mic and consider it a safe space. You have no idea what you will get at an open mic. Second, I don’t have a hair trigger; I believe I am the right person to be in the trenches with the enemy and to call shit out, instead of ignoring ignorant behavior. Passive Portland, you’re so passive that no ones knows you’re mad, especially non-progressive, twentysomething men, who only understand real words. OR, men my age, who only know the belt. Leaving the room in protest? That’s so passive-aggressive—no one learns anything and no one is accountable. If someone does something shitty and you call it out, then they cannot claim ignorance. If you call something out and they continue, then they are an asshole and there is no shame in calling an asshole an asshole.

Sorry for not getting around to hating on Lena Dunham today. I think I’ll message her about how making abortion jokes, when you haven’t had one, isn’t okay.

*Safe Space (noun) - a place or environment in which a person or category of people can feel confident that they will not be exposed to discrimination, criticism, harassment, or any other emotional or physical harm.

*ED: Originally, a “safe space” was a term used to describe group therapy or treatment-oriented settings in which clients or members were allowed to say anything they want, without judgment or consequence. Oh, the irony...

Tiffany Greysen is a stand-up comedian and writer from Portland-ish, Oregon. She is a freelance writer for several humor publications. Her comedy is part advice columnist and part parenting guide...neither of which should be followed. You can find her on Twitter as @TiffanyGreysen or on Facebook by name.
Dominique Ditz

Club PlayPen

5 secluded private show rooms

Large, double-poled dancing stage

21+ years of age for entry

Lap Dances

New, young & sexy professional entertainers at all times

Very discreet privacy is a priority

Coming soon: 18+ delicious food carts industry-friendly retail store

Whispers

8102 NE Killingsworth St · Portland Oregon 97218
WWW.WHISPERSPDX.CLUB
(971) 255-1039 · Open as late as 5AM

For auditions, call Natalie
(971) 284-3455

6210 NE Columbia Blvd · Portland, OR 97218
Open daily at 11AM · (503) 281-3212 · WWW.CLUBPLAYPEN.COM

Ruby

Happy Hour 3PM-6PM

Full menu

All Lotto

2 stages

Close to PDX
King's

17 FLAT SCREENS • ALL SPORTS • POOL TABLES • LOTTO

SPECIAL VIP BACHELOR/BACHELORETTE & BIRTHDAY PACKAGES

CALL (503) 780-0388

13550 SE POWELL BLVD
(971) 703-4248
OPEN NOON-2AM DAILY

WATCH ALL BLAZERS GAMES

BEST FOOD IN TOWN

NEW HAPPY HOUR MENU
$1, $2 & $3 ITEMS! 4PM-8PM

NEW & EXCITING FOOD MENU
OVER 30 NEW ADDITIONS

HIRING DANCERS
TUE-THU NOON-6PM
CALL (503) 780-0155

BEST PATIO IN PORTLAND!

OUR PATIO PARTIES ARE STARTING SOON!

Jasmine

DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
$5 1/2 LB BURGER & A BEER
MON-FRI NOON-5PM

DAILY DINNER SPECIALS
STARTING AT 5PM

$9.99 14oz RIBEYE
WITH LOADED BAKED POTATO, JUMBO SHRIMP & HOUSE SALAD

FRI & SAT NIGHT ONLY!
Since we don’t seem to have a designated entertainment writer to cover all the Hollywood goings-on, I’ll step in and fill that void for the time being. You see, I happen to know a good bit about Tinseltown and I have inside connections all over the place. That’s how I get the scoop on the odd, interesting tidbits that few people know about their favorite movies and celebrities. I’ve put together a list of some of the most fascinating facts I could dig up, so enjoy.

1. The 2016 film Suicide Squad had 40 minutes of deleted scenes where character “Killer Croc” tries to have sex with various inanimate objects.

2. Mark Jones, the director of the Leprechaun film series, wanted to make things as authentic as he possibly could, but was disappointed to learn that actual leprechauns do not exist.

3. Prior to his tragic suicide, actor Robin Williams was slated to appear in the remake of InnerSpace as “Wisecracking AIDS Virus.”

4. Actor Brad Pitt was very enthusiastic about marketing his own line of underarm deodorant, called “Brad’s Pits,” but was talked out of it, when wife Angelina Jolie threatened to adopt more kids.

5. Actor and professional annoyance Jack Black only appears in films because of the belief among high-ranking Hollywood executives that this will prevent a horrible voodoo curse from taking effect. Black himself is deliberately kept ignorant of this.

6. In the 2001 horror film Bones, rapper Snoop Dogg lobbied director Ernest Dickerson to have all his character’s lines changed simply to “booy nigga.” His request was denied.

7. In the first draft of the script for 1989 buddy comedy Turner & Hooch, Turner was the dog’s name and Hooch was the name of the guy.

8. The 1998 movie Patch Adams has recently found success in unlikely South American markets. The reason for this is that DVDs of the film are being ground up and sold as a miracle cure for cancer.

9. The initial screenplay for the film Alien Vs. Predator was, unlike the movie itself, not completely fucking stupid.

10. Watching a full-length horror movie actually burns 200 calories. That’s as many as you’d burn if you were taking a dump for five straight hours.

11. There are over 35 unused scripts for Ernest movies sitting in a vault in Hollywood, never to see the light of day due to the death of Jim Varney in 2000.

12. Due to an “incident” involving 16 drunken Oompa Loompas defecating in the chocolate river, more than half the cast of the 1971 musical Willy Wonka And The Chocolate Factory got hepatitis and could not continue filming for several weeks.

13. The famous scene in the movie Independence Day, where actor Will Smith drags an alien through the desert, was not in the script. He had coincidentally managed to find a dead alien while filming and decided to drag it around and kick it for a while. The director made the choice to leave the footage in, and cinematic history was made.

14. Method actor Johnny Depp is known for going to extremes to get into character. For one film, he would only shit in a special coffee can he had chosen, and became angry and violent if someone suggested he do otherwise. He kept this up for six weeks to prepare for his role. The movie? Chocolate.

15. In every animated Disney film, there’s a scene where a character stares at the crotch of another character for way too long.

16. The movie Who’s Your Caddy has been found by scientists to cause ass cancer in lab rats.

17. The award-winning 1993 picture Schindler’s List was initially supposed to be a comedy starring Hulk Hogan, before Steven Spielberg showed interest in the project.

18. The opening scene with the monkeys in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey was based on a time when Kubrick picked his kids up from daycare, then watched some children on the playground savagely club one another with animal bones.

19. Adam Sandler was once encouraged to try method acting for a role. He stayed in character as a mentally-disabled man child for a good three days, before finally being arrested and sent to a mental health facility. It is not known which of his movies he was preparing for.

20. Actor Ryan Reynolds is the heir to the vast Reynolds Wrap fortune, and was fabulously wealthy before his acting career took off.

21. During the filming of It’s A Wonderful Life, the entire cast discovered that life is, in fact, not wonderful.

22. In the film Star Wars, the character of Chewbacca was originally supposed to be a giant panda bear with googly eyes.

23. There is a rumor that you can see the shadow of a Munchkin who hanged himself during a scene in The Wizard Of Oz, but it is untrue. The director had all the Munchkins hanged well before that scene was filmed.

24. The opening scene with the monkeys in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey was based on a time when Kubrick picked his kids up from daycare, then watched some children on the playground savagely club one another with animal bones.

25. On the set of the film The Hunger Games, actress Jennifer Lawrence was handed the wrong prop bow and arrow for one scene and was, as a result, accidentally impregnated.

These are not well-known facts, so I hope this helped you learn a little bit about the secrets of the entertainment industry. Hollywood is a veritable den of secrecy and there’s always more interesting stuff to find out about, so tune in the next time an entertainment article is required. I’ll pretend to be an entertainment columnist once again. Until then, I’ll see you at the movies.

-WStM

Wombstretcha the Magnificent is a film school dropout, popcorn expert, unicorn breeder/puncher, steak sauce salesman, hall-way hotdogger, pimpmobile rehabilitator, writer, and retired rapper from Portland, OR. He can be found at Wombstretcha.com, on Twitter as @Wombstretcha503, and on Facebook by name.
XXX SUPERSTAR!
JOANNA ANGEL

THE ORIGINAL PUNK ROCK PORNO PRINCESS!

THE FIREHOUSE CABARET
EST. 2001

THURSDAY MAY 18TH
FIREHOUSESALEM.COM
5782 PORTLAND RD NE • SALEM

THE SUNSET STRIP
EXIT 69

ON STAGE 2 NIGHTS ONLY!
FRI-SAT MAY 19TH - 20TH
10205 SW PARK WAY, PDX
WWW.SUNSETSTRIPPDX.COM
I saw a bumper sticker that read “Can’t We All Just Get A Bong?” It was attached to a car being pulled over for doing fifteen in a sixty-five and kind of a lame pun, but it gave me an idea for this column. The following strains are taken from the menu of Tumblr Has Cannabis—a local, free-range, gluten-free, organic, family-owned, non-profit, vegan, intersectional cannabis dispensary.

**Social Construct Kush (sativa)**

After smoking a blunt filled to the brim with this unique strain developed by chemists at University Of California, Berkeley, nothing appears real and everything is open to interpretation. Pulled over while taking a bong rip? You’re not driving. You’re a “free inhabitant,” one who does not identify as the name printed on your state-issued identification card. Getting your ass kicked by a rural cop who didn’t appreciate your response to their asking for your license? Matter is an illusion and pain is only a figment of our simulated reality. Besides, you’re so high, you can barely feel the pavement scraping against your septum piercing.

**That’s Raceberry (indica-dominant hybrid)**

Feel free to stay inside all week and avoid the real world, while you consume an ounce or two of That’s Raceberry—a variety of weed that allows you to deter all personal responsibility by labeling everything as racist. Rent due? Not in this gentrified slum—the landlord can take it up with the vintage ice cream shop whose fault it is for raising the property value. Caught on a red light camera, blowing through a school zone in the wrong lane? What, does the judge think all black people look the same? Case dismissed! Smoke enough of this strain and you will eventually feel like you’re high on...

**Whiter Widow (sativa)**

This weed smells like cat piss, but it’s worth a fortune. You can usually find it in the dispensaries located near the suburbs, but most people don’t bother going out there, because of the Prius traffic. Once you smoke white widow, your dead husband’s bank account turns into a series of bad investments, eventually leaving you with just enough money to purchase some nonprescription glasses and land a job as a blogger for *The Mantagonist*. Whiter Widow is also the only strain of weed that leads to backstage passes at Foreigner shows, appreciation for boxed wine and tattoos that the user has no recollection getting.

**Trigger Diesel (hybrid)**

With tiny pink hairs and a pungent odor, this strain will make you paranoid and confident at the same time. Ever felt simultaneously smug and afraid? Trigger Diesel will do the trick. Warning: Trigger Diesel may result in hunger, dryness of the mouth, red eyes, positive results for THC urine tests, potential to co-opt black hairstyle and music, emotional states of melancholy sadness, alternating with euphoric mania, an appreciation for digital entertainment with problematic themes and a predisposition toward finding humor in off-color topics.

**That Stuff In Your Parents’ Drawer**

You know, the shit they had back in Woodstock? It’s clean, it works and it gets you high in a way that allows you to go out and do shit. Ya know, make a difference? I mean, what is it with you kids these days and your dabs and rigs and dubstep and all that? Why is your hat shaped like a vagina? Is this really the message you want to send? Okay, fine, just be back by midnight. I can’t keep loaning you the car, though. You’re thirty and you need to get a job. I don’t care if there’s no gender studies graduate section on Monster.com—you’re getting a job. No, your mom and I didn’t vote for Trump. Why are you yelling? What do you mean you’re biracial??? I don’t even understand a word you’re saying.
Torchèd ILLUSIONS
SMOKE & VAPE

LARGE VARIETY OF WATER PIPES • SPOONS • VAPORIZERS
INCENSE • CIGARS • ROLL-YOUR-OWN • SHISHA • BUTANE
E-CIGS • MODS AND HUNDREDS OF JUICES!

BEAVERTON
17835 SW TV HWY | 503.259.2310
OPEN 6AM-MIDNIGHT DAILY

TIGARD
12663 SW PACIFIC HWY
503.430.5140
OPEN 10AM-MIDNIGHT DAILY

www.TorchèdIllusions.com

SILVER SPOON

SILVERSPoonPDX.COM

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM @SILVERSPoon85Z1

WHIPPED CREAM CHARGERS
$4.99 SMALL BOX & $29.99 LARGE BOX
MENTION THIS EXOTIC AD FOR $1 OFF
THE SMALL BOX AND $2 OFF THE LARGE BOX!

ONE-STOP SHOP FOR ALL YOUR SMOKING NEEDS!

BEAVERTON
8521 SW BARBUR BLVD | MON-SAT 10AM-7PM & SUN 11AM-5PM | 503-245-0489

WIDE VARIETY OF GLASS

THE ADULT SHOP

25% OFF SELECT MEN’S
HEALTH ITEMS
STROKERS,
PROSTATE TOYS, ETC.

50% OFF GAMES

25% OFF BONDAGE
PRODUCTS

OVERSTOCK SALE
SELECT PJUR LUBES
50% OFF

TEXT ADULT TO 313131
FOR EXCLUSIVE DEALS

ADULT SHOP

www.E.AdultShop.com
facebook.com/EAdultShop

(503) 763-3536

(503) 477-6523
www.BlackDiamondStudios.net | Info@BlackDiamondStudios.net

Radio Ads • Beat Creation • Sound Design • Mixing • Composition

THE DALLES • SALEM • ALBANY • CORVALLIS • EUGENE • RICE HILL • MEDFORD
It’s been almost 400 years since the Puritans arrived in America—introducing moral and religious order. Today’s society looks almost nothing like it did back then (thankfully, or you wouldn’t be holding this magazine). However, some social norms have remained consistent throughout history—sex and violence.

Since the 1950s, violence on television has continued to increase with lightning speed. According to one published report, television programs display 812 violent acts per hour. Before the average American enters adulthood, they will have witnessed 200,000 acts of violence on television, including 16,000 murders (National Center For Biotechnology Information). Aside from what we see on TV, there’s plenty more death and destruction devoured up by the American public in video games, social media and news outlets. Even kids movies are loaded with references to extreme violence (“I’ve seen two PG-rated animated movies in the last year, where characters actually use the word “murder”). The experience of viewing violence as entertainment dates to the Roman Empire, where gladiators fought each other to bloody death, while being cheered on by an arena full of fans. Events that almost pale in comparison to the over-the-top violence in games like Grand Theft Auto, Halo and Call Of Duty.

And, then, there is everyone’s favorite subject—sex. When it comes to sex, Americans are extremely diversified, but we like to have it—and have it around—as much as we love our violence. We already know that sex sells. And, it’s used to sell everything—from this magazine, to cars, clothing, beauty products, fast food and even frozen food—a recent TV ad for a microwavable food product has a tagline, “food you want to fork.” But, recent changes in sexual norms have introduced an entire hookup generation who rely on apps like Blendr, Tinder, Pure (anonymous hookups), Feeld (threesomes & more), Mimitate (users post selfies with whatever they are watching), Whiplr (for those into kinkier hookups), Her (geared to lesbian/gay/queer women) and so much more. The internet and smart devices have helped pioneer an era of oh-so-casual sex, where threesomes and hardcore, kinky sex can now be had at a mere swipe right or left. The introduction of apps that make choosing a casual sex partner another form of online shopping is clear evidence that Americans’ view of sexual norms has changed dramatically.

One area where sexual norms have changed is homosexuality. According to the National Survey Of Sexual Health And Behavior (NSSHB), approximately seven percent of females and eight percent of males identify themselves as gay, lesbian or bisexual, but the number of people who say they’ve had sexual relations with someone of the same gender is higher than that. Same-sex marriage has been legal in Oregon for a few years now, but every year there are multiple hate crimes committed against members of the LGBT communities.

While Americans have progressed in some areas of sexual freedom, we have also remained immature, stubborn and slightly stupid when it comes to others. In the state of Alabama, you can’t buy sex toys (unless it’s for a medical purpose), while Georgia has also outlawed the purchase of a vibrator (the conservative state of Texas allows the purchase of dildos, but no more than six of them, please!). Arizona could charge you with a misdemeanor for cheating on your spouse (adultery is also illegal in South Carolina, as is lying to get a woman to sleep with you). And, in Michigan, it is against the law to have sex with an unmarried woman.

When it comes to the norms of violence, Americans have got it covered. We have already made it part of our country’s DNA. But, when it comes to sex, we are still prude in so many ways. Maybe, just maybe, we haven’t changed as much as we’d like to think we have—a misdemeanor for having sex with a single person???

Come on!
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“The difference between SJWs and activists: an activist tries to get a ramp added to a building for easier wheelchair access. The SJW tries to get the stairs removed, because they might offend people who can’t use them.”

--- Anonymous ---

What’s the difference between an activist and a social justice warrior (SJW)? These two terms are tossed around like a token minority friend during a discussion about race, so let’s explore.

**Facts Versus Feelings, Us Versus Me**

An activist will use feelings as a tool to draw attention to problematic facts, while an SJW will use facts to draw attention to problematic feelings. The activist says, “If you care about those in need, why are so many war vets and single mothers homeless?” An SJW says, “That documentary about single moms and war vets really hurt me and I think they should edit out a few scenes.” My SJW neighbor (hetero, white, etc) asks my trans activist neighbor what their preferred pronoun is, then my trans activist neighbor rolls their eyes and responds with “Sarah.” SJW neighbor apologizes, walks away, then Sarah and I share a joint, while talking about music. SJW neighbor is likely on her way to draft an apology letter to non-binary people everywhere. Meanwhile, I see Sarah as more than a pronoun.

Echoing this sentiment, an activist says “we,” while an SJW says “you” or “I.” For every identity a person has, an equally sensitive ego exists. The more group labels one clings to, the easier it is to get offended by something and, thus, draw attention to one’s need to fuel a narcissistic supply with validation or, put simply, feelings. On the other end, if one’s oppressors are easily identifiable due to group labels, all accusations of, for instance, “acting like a Nazi” are restricted to those who believe in associated (seemingly right-wing or pro-white) opinions, while all applicable-to-the-SJW behavioral traits associated with said label (dogmatic thinking, violence, verbal abuse, group aesthetic, national socialist undertones, etc) are excluded from the court of personal responsibility—thanks to group dynamic acrobatics.

In short, activists take an us-versus-them approach to social justice, while SJWs take a me-versus-you approach—with an ironic reliance on group mechanics to establish individual identities. Plus, glass houses and projection seem to be in full effect. I don’t spend all day insisting that I’m not racist. I don’t spend all day insisting that I’m not sexist. But, I do spend all day insisting that I’m not high. Why? Because I’m not racist, I’m not sexist, and I smoke a ton of weed. Glass house, sixteen rows of plants, totally visible by helicopter. Something tells me that if I sold it to an SJW, it would fill up with black ex-boyfriends and passive-aggressive requests to touch their hair.

**Victim Versus Victim**

An activist will actively attempt to put themselves in a position of respected power, whether through politics, career or social status, so that they (and the groups they advocate for) can subvert the experience of being a victim. An SJW will actively attempt to place themselves into a position of victimhood, by aligning with, identifying as or creating a brand-new, marginalized “victim” identity, so that they can distance themselves from established systems of power.

Victimhood, to the SJW, is power.

Since SJWs typically come from financially secure, pampered backgrounds, self-imposed downward mobility ensures that they will never have to be held accountable for the supposed privilege or oppression that they are always screaming about. Insert here a *Fluffington Post* piece titled *I’m Biologically White, But I Was Just Called Mexican In Front Of My Child And It Was Triggering* and 1,000 words that are in no way dedicated to social change, but rather, reek of narcissistic validation for the owner of the world’s smallest violin factory. Being able to find (and take) offense in any situation is also a useful tool to shut down dissenting opinions and avoid critical discourse.

Real-world impact brought about by activists often requires effort, or worse, interacting with oppressors, such as the local congress or city council. These meetings often address real problems that affect thousands of people. First-world oppression concepts, such as manspreading or microaggressions, exist to validate the victim-aligned SJW, who would not be able to function in a non-oppressive reality that held them responsible for their own circumstances. The status of perpetual victim distances oneself from responsibility. We are all Facebook friends with someone who is constantly treating their day-to-day stresses like a recurring cancer diagnosis—using the “I can’t even, because...” tone—to find systematic oppression in everything from their Starbucks visit, to random scribblings on the sidewalk. Unfollow, but don’t unfriend—you will never hear the end of it.

**Inclusion Versus Exclusion**

An activist seeks to maximize the number of opinions and perspectives brought to any given table, while an SJW seeks to limit speech on both the micro and macro levels. As a white male activist, my duty would be to reach out to non-white peers with an invite or, at the very least, invite fellow whites whom I feel could benefit from an invite. As a white male SJW, on the other hand, I would sit out the discussion, so that members of non-majority classes can take the time allotted to me, because privilege. It doesn’t matter if the discussion is algebra and I happen to be a calculus tutor on the autism spectrum. Because privilege. My degree in math? Privilege.

Even more “problematic” is the idea that limiting speech will somehow remove it from the mainstream dialogue. The main reason that members of the ACLU (activists) defend the speech rights of groups like the KKK is because they understand the implications of restricting speech of Group X and how it can lead to restriction of Group Y. But, I will go one step further and argue that mold grows best in the dark, and to expose the messages of hate groups and the like is to prevent them from multiplying in the shadows.

SJWs, in their attempt to police everything from comedy to drama (which results in an ironic swap between the two categories), are partially responsible for the recent rise in alt-right groups and, well, the current U.S. president. The Bill Mahers of this world may collapse under the demands of SJWs, but Breitbart won’t. The KKK doesn’t consult Buzzfeed. Hitler Youth won’t apologize for misgendering your pug. And, thanks to a climate of SJW threats, all of the middle-ground candidates in this last election cycle died in a sea of tears and anxiety, while an unapologetic reality TV host took the seat from a DNC pick with a history of corruption (who was given the gig over an old Jewish dude, because equality of outcomes—see below—means we need a corrupt vagina runnining the country, instead of an honest, albeit circumcised, penis). Once free speech is outlawed, only outliers will have free speech.

Of note, activists demand an audit after an electoral loss (Jill Stein), while SJWs disappear into a fit of tear-soaked obscenity (Hillary Clinton).
Let me destroy it with some SJW napalm" is social media. A bit ago, a "comedian" from our neck of the woods discovered a comment thread on a right-wing podcast's Facebook page, in which a group of right-wing men were saying mean things about a left-leaning female comedian. I know, stop the press. We've got an exclusive. But anyhow, the local comic in question (with regards to this paragraph, not the comic being discussed in the Facebook thread), decided to jump into the discussion, scream "misogyny body-shaming mumbo jumbo voodoo witches' brew" and threatened to call everyone's mom...er, excuse me, employers, and tell them that angry neckbeards were saying mean things on the internet. Podcast host gets temporarily removed from Twitter, because SJW comic has "friends who built social media" (whatever, Al Gore). Momentary victory among catty, cat-eyed cat ladies ensues. A momentary publicity stunt—complete with victim status and a buzzword salad. I'm choosing to omit her name not because I'm afraid, but rather, I feel kind of bad for the lady. SJWs often fail to realize their own potential, because they continue to focus on negativity and social policing even after they have landed a position of social or vocational power. If your friends "built social media," why not take advantage of that and promote your latest special? And, if you don't have a "latest special," perhaps your time is better spent doing things besides trolling trolls on Trollbook and earning the reputation of being "that chick who always tries to get everyone fired."

Equality Of Opportunity Versus Equality Of Outcomes

An activist will seek to ensure equality of opportunity, while SJWs seek to ensure equality of outcomes. Flip a coin 100 times. If the coin is fair, balanced and not being controlled by a third-party force, one would accept an outcome of say, 60x heads and 40x tails one time, then 51x heads and 49x tails the next time and so on, as dictated by the laws of probability (as long as the coin is fair). The SJW, on the other hand, will point to the randomized, naturally-occurring discrepancy as a function of some larger conspiracy to keep tails from winning, while lobbying for an exact 50x heads, 50x tails outcome. Even though this type of fully-equal outcome would be much more indicative of a grand conspiracy or system of control that requires an extreme amount of discrimination to guarantee, the SJW desires measures be taken to ensure a fair outcome of heads and tails. More white doctors than black doctors? Racism in the hospital. Men dominate a certain field? Patriarchy in action. Laws of averages do not apply to the teenage blogger that insists we need more differently-abled, indigenous, trans, male, vegan, single mothers working at Bob's Rural Bowling Alley.

Now, let's consider the fire department as a real-life example of this application. According to a New York Post article from 2015, The FDNY was staffed with an overwhelmingly male crew, which caused them to catch some heat (pun ignored). In theory, an activist would seek to find out why there is a problem. SJWs, on the other hand, were in charge of fixing said inequality, so they assumed there if a problem, then had the FDNY lower logistical barriers to employment, such as the physical testing stan-
dards of applicants. And, with that, a quota-filling firefighter named Rebecca Wax was hired, after skipping a “functional training skills” test.

Are there women who can scale burning buildings to save babies? You bet your ass there are. But, these women aren’t going to cry when they hear about a mostly-male fire department, probably because they already work in one. This is the crucial difference between activists and SJWs, in terms of equality. Activists would be angry if a female bodybuilder with giant lungs was denied a job, so that Donut Dan could keep his— that would be looking at equality of opportunity. On the contrary, SJWs, who seek equality of outcomes, simply want the bar lowered, so that a person who looks/identifies/eats/sloths, in the same way as they do, could hypothetically become a fireperson (or, a scientist, doctor, Ghostbuster, etc.). And, as an old lady feels her skin melt away from her bones as her retirement home is engulfed in hellfire, the SJW listens closely for her last words, “I understand I’m going to die, but at least you were given the opportunity.” This isn’t just a neo-fauxmenist issue, either; I’m sure there are men’s rights activists, somewhere, lobbying to get more bros into Victoria’s Secret catalogs. Same SJWs, different genders.

If SJWs want to get serious about equality of outcomes, we’re gonna need a few of them to give up their desk jobs and go work in the warehouse, so the folks who risk their lives on a forklift can represent all genders and demographics. On the other hand, if SJWs win and we are forced into respecting equality of outcomes, I’m gonna audition to dance at whatever strip club you’re reading this in. And, trust me, you don’t want to see “The Rusty Lawnmower” or “Turtleneck Richard” (those were my disqualified Polerotica submissions; take a look at the calendar to your right, to see the locations of the qualifier round and final rounds).

The bottom line is that you’re not going to change the world if you’re too busy changing your grievances.

Regarding The Column About Sex Abuse In Local Entertainment

Because I don’t want to discuss a topic that deals with sexual assault in a local scene under the banner of “Erotic City,” I’ve gone ahead and taken care of the column elsewhere, see Tales From The DJ Booth on page 36.
LOVE IN A PLAIN BROWN ENVELOPE:

CRY, BABY, CRY

By Jaime Dunkle

“Tenderness is a weakness.” - Marc Almond

Pop culture portrays sensitivity as impotence. Selfishness is chic and tenderness is weak. I say they have it backward. Being sensitive is a strength and an asset. Without it, there would be no Dolly Parton or Dali Lama or Salvador Dali.

When I say sensitive, I don’t mean political snowflake sensitivity, found on either side of any polarized argument. I don’t mean the sensitive political correctness that armchair activists safely execute from the shelter of a computer screen, as they desperately seek a merit badge for each bandwagon they board. It’s not the overly sensitive, right-wing brute who can’t take the type of criticism they dish out. I mean the kind of sensitive that weeps with you when you talk about how you tried to jump off the balcony, when your ex barricaded you in the apartment...that flushes when you finally rip open your chest and confess you really do have a heart hidden behind all that blackened bone...that cringes when you make insensitive comments about how you’re way too clumsy and should plan ahead, since you already know you’re accident-prone and will spill that club soda all over the carpet a third time.

The sensitive that runs hospitals, adopts battered dogs and volunteers at jails.

Society cultivates indifference of the heart—it mocks us softies. I refuse to let it snuff my innate sweetness. I won’t allow the world to harden my heart.

Songs on the radio depict love as criminal, asinine and insane. One must play the game, lest ye be played, fool. Meme culture propagates side chicks and side dicks as the status quo, because accursed be to the romantic moron who actually cares about their partner. They tell us it’s just not cool to catch feelings. I’d rather be uncool in the eyes of the spineless than uncomfortably numb...any day.

I’ve been shamed for being sensitive since I can remember. By my mother. My brothers. My friends. My boyfriends. My colleagues. My bosses. Strangers, even. If I cried because my brothers tied me up with socks and forced me to watch The Exorcist as a preschooler, I was a cry baby. If I came home crying because the two popular blonde girls at school who pretended to be my friends made fun of me for being a chubby third-grader and locked me in a bathroom stall—I’d get some sympathy, but, inevitably, my mother would urge me to stop being a cry baby. By the time my best friend Brooke—yet another Florida blonde—sucked my boyfriend’s dick in seventh grade, I developed a violent sheath to protect the squishy cry baby within and I smashed her rodent face into an open locker door half a dozen times, until she ate metal and was doused in her own blood. Sure, I got grounded for weeks and went to detention, but no one called me a cry baby that day.

Three years of therapy showed me that my anger and aggression veils a life of tumult, much of which is rooted in habitually being ridiculed for my emotional response to horrendous situations. Now, I refrain from pummeling faces and instead let the waterworks flow.

Recently, at my day job, a presumably mentally unstable person yelled at me. I saw his clenched knuckles whiten in the rear view, as rush hour traffic piled around us. I kept my cool while driving, spoke in a soft voice, but also asserted that I was not going to tolerate his hateful onslaught. Despite his unremitting insults, I politely dropped him off at the store. When I told my boss about the hostile incident over the phone, I uncontrollably burst into tears. She assured me she had my back. We rehashed what happened in person. She handed me tissues and hugged me as I cried again. But, the next day, she looked at me with cold eyes and said, “You need thicker skin.” She tricked me into being sincere and open, only to be called a cry baby yet again.

I screamed inside. It’s not like I was locked on a short bus, with an elderly madman who kept calling me a dumb bitch and threatened to make sure I lose my job, all because I didn’t take the route to Fred Meyer that he wanted me to drive. I didn’t fear for my life or anything while wearing a mask of tranquility to ensure I don’t fuel the psycho fire in front of me. But, yeah, maybe I do need thicker skin to deal with a corrupted society that punishes the heartfelt. How about...fuck that.

It’s not my problem people are mean-spirited or that the world can be malicious. If anything, it’s society’s problem for being an asshole. You just ain’t woke if you can’t even evoke. Quit judging and join us. Cry, Baby, cry.

Jaime Dunkle mixes the profound and the profane in her prose, with an altruism that stems from her background as a journalist. Her stories range from fiction to personal narrative and often blur between the two. Cry and be free with her at JaimeDunkle.com or @JaimeDunkle. No creepers allowed.
SPECIAL GUEST DJ JMZ DEAN
JUNE 9th & 10th / @JMZDean
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Wolves Among Us: Sexual Assault In Local Entertainment Scenes

Multiple women in Salem’s open-mic comedy scene had accused John Doe of sexual assault on different occasions. In one instance, the victim took photos of bruises. Another incident involved stalking a girl at her place of residence. A third incident involved John Doe sending sexually-threatening text messages to a friend of mine. Reports from the rumor mills far and near continued to pile up throughout the last year. I made a very general (“Hey folks, can we keep an eye out for creeps at the mics, k thx”) Facebook post in a closed group and was immediately greeted with a text message from John Doe, telling me to keep “posts about him” out of the group. So, in a court of common sense, one would assume that this dude was a problem.

Yet, when I reached out to a mutual friend of John and mine, a pro-feminist, super left-leaning, seemingly intelligent female comedian, she defended the guy by saying, “He’s in therapy and trying to work on his issues, so the witch hunt is unnecessary.” So, here we are at the facts-versus-feelings debate again; the modern SJW sees more offense in calling a sexual predator out, than they do the fact that the dude is a sexual predator—lurking at the same establishments as their victims. If fifth-wave neo-faunxenism insists that men are born predators, unable to retrain from acting on their urges (a stance I don’t necessarily agree with), where does it follow that “Oh, but if they talk to a shrink for a few hours, that patriarchal genetic disposition just goes away.” Maybe Ted Bundy just needed a hug?

Months after the initial accusations against John Doe were made (and, in the time since, verified), an established comedian visited the most popular open-mic comedy venue in town and, to his surprise, John Doe was on stage telling jokes. Again, another female host defended his being there. This, to the logical and somewhat-emotionally-tuned-in brain, seems baffling. I’ve seen comics get banned from venues for mentioning sexual assault (even in jokes aimed against perpetrators), so why don’t comics get banned for accusations of sexual assault? “Reserve the right to refuse service to anyone” should include people who have been accused of assaulting multiple women (many of whom also patronize the venues in town, as performers and audience members).

So, with the above in mind, I decided to travel sixty miles away to Eugene, for an open-mic that doesn’t openly feature rapists. After the show, I was bullshitting with the host about this and that, and I brought up the situation with the Salem venue. To my utter fucking shock, he addressed the issue by saying, “Actually, two of the girls who accused John Doe of assault were also caught drinking at the theater and lying to cover up the fact they’re 19, so, their story is sketchy...” Again, what the fuck? What happened to “believe the victim” and all that? This isn’t rural Oregon, either. We’re talking venues that feature comics who identify as SJWs, male feminists, “safe space” comics, uber-left gender studies students—a whole roster of folks, who would typically be the first to call something out as “problematic.”

At this point, I did what you’re not supposed to do after drinking and arguing, and I went on the Salem venue’s Facebook page to call shit out. I left a review that said, in short, that while I appreciated all the opportunity the theater has brought myself and others—while acknowledging that the staff and I were considered (at one point) to be friends—it is alarming that nothing is being said about the multiple accusations of sexual assault against a comedian who the venue continues to allow back.

What was the response? A text message from the Eugene comedy host, asking me what it will take to get me to stop “trying to destroy his friend’s business, [the Salem venue].” I was called an “instigator,” told that I’m “jealous of not being asked to perform” at the Salem venue, in cahoots with the women who accused John Doe of assault, etc. Maybe I took the wrong marketing class, but “accuse a place of sexual-assault out of spite” is not in the handbook of friendly competition that I usually consult as a comedy show producer. Rather, I am sick of getting emails from folks asking if “the venue(s) I book are the same places that allow rapists and stuff.”

Of note, the staff at the Salem venue being addressed here have provided nothing but radio silence on the issue—with the exception of a few closed-door meetings with one comedian, who ended up having to get a restraining order against John Doe. All I asked for was for them to address the issue and I was met with, well, silence from the venue and, from their friends and supporters—the same treatment that sexual predators use to silence their victims; gaslighting (“It probably never happened”), victim-blaming (“No one lies about being 21 to get beer, besides women who would lie about getting raped”), personal attacks (“You’re an instigator”), the whole nine. Sure, aside from a handful of kick-ass locals who sided with the victims, a few friends of mine and fellow comedians were appreciative of the “heads up regarding who not to book.” But, to me, that just seems like asking what beaches are filled with sharks and simply deciding to swim elsewhere.

This type of situation happens often in the entertainment scene—mostly in local or open-mic settings that allow pretty much anyone to get on stage. The ironic thing is that when a non-issue arises, it turns into a five-hundred-comment-deep argument on social media, over whether or not So And So said a mean thing to That One Girl at Important Guy’s show. But, much like with the Handy McFondle situation I addressed in this very column a year or two ago, in which a safe-space male feminist comedian turned out to be...wait for it...oh, you guessed it already, didn’t you? Yeah, I’ve come to the conclusion that creepy date rapists don’t like “unsafe” rooms that attract comics with spines, for the same reason that terrorists choose schools and churches, but rarely at-
tempt to light up a gun show or biker rally.

Although discussion about open-mic comedy might not appear to belong in a magazine that deals primarily with adult topics (funded by advertisements for strip clubs), it is worth noting that burlesque dancers, comedians, and other performers have been part of the earliest days of X-rated performance. Hell, most of our writers moonlight as underpaid, underpaid, and often unpaid, local comedians (check 'em out). Plus, considering Portland's diversity (race excluded), a decent handful of stand-up comedy is being performed by comedians at strip clubs. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to imagine a stripper who wraps up her midshift before heading over to Joe's Open Mic & Vegan Pho, with a friend scheduled to host Sinforno later on that night.

Back to the not-so-uplifting topic of sexual assault in the local entertainment scene(s). If places that feature open-mic jokes and improv comedy are the breeding grounds for sexual assault, what's with strip clubs? After all, you've got tons of naked women hanging around and only a handful of security guards, so it makes sense, that creepers would frequent the nude bars, yes? Well, that's not exactly the case. In fact, once a customer (or coworker) is accused of a single dancer of assault, that person's photo makes the rounds on Twitter faster than fake news articles that explain how Bernie can still win. Dancers share lists of customers who are known for assaulting, harassing, following, stalking or generally offending dancers. And, surprise surprise...the system does not seem to be abused. Strippers are fucking democratic, yo. Ex-boyfriends and shitty tippers are kept out of the picture, with applicable and selective attention being paid to real threats.

Security guards (who can be considered as partial "hosts" of strip clubs, so to speak) will respond to every single accusation made against a customer. If, in the case of a false accusation, an ex-boyfriend or douche—but not-dangerous customer is asked to leave, he or she will still be given the eject button. Strip clubs tend to err on the side of "one customer lost is not as bad as a dancer harassed," which should not be a revolutionary or radical concept for any performance venue—naked-friendly or otherwise.

The question here, then, is how local entertainment scenes foster a marketplace for performers, where women who strip naked in front of gang members and drug dealers are treated with more respect (and safety) than women who perform in comedy clubs—especially those advertised as "safe spaces" and "inclusive for marginalized groups." I'd argue that seeing the dude who bruisd you during a sexual assault, on stage, telling a joke, while other women laugh, is a tad more marginalizing than being a quarter Asian and taking offense to a joke about North Korea.

Personal takeaway here is two-fold; I've not only learned that my hypothesis around feigned activism/advocacy (i.e. being an SJW) is usually a cover up or smokescreen that clouds deep-seated issues and/or a fear of not being able to be, well, "active" or "advocate" for real-life incidents of assault, but also, that an industry in which sexuality, booze and potential risk (i.e. strip clubs) are brought out into the open, proactive solutions are unable to be avoided, in terms of reducing the likeliness of sexual assault (whereas free-for-all venues like open-mic comedy nights are often unregulated playgrounds for pedophiles who have outgrown the swing set circuit).

Parents, if your daughter happens to be a stripper who does stand-up comedy on the side, let her know that one of her career choices is full of predatory men, who will attempt to exploit her innocence and outgoing sexuality in ways that only the worst members of society are privy to. The other career choice features bouncers, clean stages, warm food and fair monetary compensation. I'm gonna leave it to you to decide which is which.

If you haven't picked up on it yet, this column has not been solely about stand-up comedy open mics, strip clubs, creepy dudes in Salem or the venues that proudly invite them back. Rather, this is all about "social justice" and the ways that it's never really around in practice, but only in theory. SJWs are the new conservative religious fanatics, spouting talking points, spewing guilt and treating all of society's ills as a problem that will fix itself—if only everyone else would follow their belief systems. In areas where the neo-left, ignore-everything, safe-space culture is allowed to thrive (open mic comedy venues), real-life issues (sexual assault, etc.) will continue to go unaddressed in practice. On the other hand, in areas that mainstream society has deemed inappropriate or underground (strip clubs, gay bars, adult shops, swinger clubs, etc.), predators are more likely to be ejected simply because there is no need to put up the SJW smokescreen. Members of such communities are not only afraid to discuss potential hazards, including (but not limited to) sexual assault; but they are required to accept that such predators exist. There is a sign in the restroom of a very "on the DL," gitty, dive-y gay bar that I frequent (sorry boys, I'm just avoiding the soccer moms) that has a phone number you can call, if you feel you're on an unsafe date. In the next stall over, two dudes may be sharing coke and other things...but, it's still not a dangerous place to pee. In the stand-up comedy open mic venues, phone numbers are scrawled along the walls, next to "call Name Redacted for a good time." In the restroom at Kit Kat Club, they have a dude who offers all sorts of cool shit, from cologne to cigarettes (this has nothing to do with the subject at hand, but is worth a shout out...besides, homeboy probably wouldn't let a predator set up shop if one tried).

So, what do we do about it? Talk. Make it known that it's an actual issue. Trust your gut and speak on it. Instead of naming venues and calling out comics (and generally starting that infamous Ray-based shitstorm that I used to engage in), here is a list of resources that can assist you in reporting sexual assault—complete with counselors and legal consultants that know what steps someone should take. The biggest barrier to the women mentioned in this story is the fact that they didn't immediately report their crimes. Sure, John Doe used a stage name, was subdued, and threatened his victims with further harassment, but we're dealing with a grim reality, that being a fucked-up legal system in which sexual assault victims are treated with less respect from the system than someone on the terrorist watch list receives at the airport.

Thus, if you or someone you know needs resources, consider the following local organizations:

**Sexual Assault Resource Center (SARC)** - (503) 626-9100

**Oregon Sexual Assault Task Force** - http://OregonSATF.org/Help-For-Survivors/

**Portland Women's Crisis Line** - (503) 235-5333

Speak up, say names (within the realms of your lawyer's advice) and make it known.
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Housing Provided • Open Schedules
18 and up 1-888-BUNNYRANCH
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Northern Nevada Brothels
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888-BUNNYRANCH
or www.Bunnyranch.com

• Just minutes from Reno & Lake Tahoe
• Always Open
• Always Fun
• Full Bar
• Unique Gift Shop
• Senior & Servicemen

Discounts

ORDER YOURS TODAY!
No bed frame, just a mattress and box spring on the floor. Clare looked over at the man sleeping next to her, Mac. This is Mac’s apartment. She didn’t notice the night before, when they came stumbling in, how shabby his room was. Closing her eyes, she felt her head swim, remembering falling on the bed and running her hands up his shirt and across his hard abs. The last few men she hooked up were doughy and awkward. Mac had a lean build, a thick beard and a fine mat of straight black hair on most of his body—a current running from the back of his neck to the crack of his ass. His dick was skinny and long. Everything about him was long and dramatic; nose, eyelashes, fingers, perfect legs. He had wavy hair, round John Lennon glasses and usually had a Greek fisherman’s cap tilted back on his head.

And, his arms looked toned.

How did she get so lucky? Images of the future flashed by—the two of them holding hands at a protest, standing together at a table asking people for signatures, being interviewed for a book they wrote together, meditating onstage with Noam Chomsky, writing a book together, meditating onstage with Noam Chomsky, they wrote together, meditating onstage with Noam Chomsky, they wrote together.

She slid over to where he was still sleeping on his side and attempted to spoon him, but he woke up with a start. He was immediately alert, saying, “Oh yeah...uh...” and got up, ignoring her as he tucked his genitals on the way to the bathroom to piss loudly and hawk hoovies with the sink running. She heard him leave the bathroom, but he didn’t come back into the bedroom. Clare stretched her legs and listened for sounds coming from the other room, wondering what he was doing. He had two posters on his wall: one a small, faded poster of a bong with a video game on pause. When he saw her, he coughed and waved his hand in front of his face.

“No, Mac had been all over last night’s protest. He gave a shit...or, at least acted like he did.

Clare didn’t like where this train of thought was leading, so she got up, put on her pants and cardigan and went to the bathroom, tiptoeing across the spongy, ancient carpet that felt damp wherever she stepped.

The bathroom was filthy. It reeked from dried, old piss—no doubt crusted all around the base of the toilet. No soap, no towel and a scrap of public school grade toilet paper left. This couldn’t all be Ziggy’s fault.

Walking gingerly down the hallway, Clare saw Mac sitting in a grungy Lazyboy, taking a hit off a bong with a video game on pause. When he saw her, he coughed and waved his hand in front of his face.

“Hey, you’re up.”

“I didn’t see you leave last night, but someone said they saw you getting an Uber with Mac—you didn’t go home with him, did you?”

Clare texted back, “Yeah.”

“Where are you?”

“At his place. He said he was gonna get coffee.”

“Steve hooked up with him, too. He left his place in the morning and waited for her to leave on her own.” Then, “There’s more. Let’s meet. I have some things to tell you. Don’t panic, though.”

Clare looked at her phone and saw Jen had texted her a couple times.

“I didn’t see you leave last night, but someone said they saw you getting an Uber with Mac—you didn’t go home with him, did you?”

Clare got up and walked into the kitchen—her socks sticking on the floor. A waft of rotting food from the sink almost made her throw up and when she looked in vain for a clean glass. She noticed a jug of whole milk and Golden Grahams on the counter. “I thought you were vegan.”

“Usually, mostly vegetarian though.” Then, with a delivery clearly influenced by Adult Swing shows, “Golden Grahams are-mah-jams...oh shit!” Someone killed him with a grenade launcher in the game. Embarrassing that she knew that.

“Mac, could you make some coffee?”

“Oh, let me get you some. There’s a place nearby that has uh, great, uh...” He paused the game and got up.

“I see some coffee right here and a French press. I can make it.”

“No, no...let me go to the place, it’s right around the corner.”

“No, it’s fine, just chill here, I’ll be right back.”

Mac put on his engineer boots and denim jacket, then spent nearly a minute in front of a small mirror, adjusting his beanie so it was covering his eyebrows, then spending nearly a minute in front of a small mirror, adjusting his beanie so it was covering his eyebrows, then spent nearly a minute in front of a small mirror, adjusting his beanie so it was covering his eyebrows, then spent nearly a minute in front of a small mirror, adjusting his beanie so it was covering his eyebrows, then spent nearly a minute in front of a small mirror, adjusting his beanie so it was covering his eyebrows, then spent nearly a minute in front of a small mirror, adjusting his beanie so it was covering his eyebrows, then spent nearly a minute in front of a small mirror, adjusting his beanie so it was covering his eyebrows, then spent nearly a minute in front of a small mirror, adjusting his beanie so it was covering his eyebrows, then spent nearly a minute in front of a small mirror, adjusting his beanie so it was covering his eyebrows.

Walking gingerly down the hallway, Clare saw Mac sitting in a grungy Lazyboy, taking a hit off a bong with a video game on pause. When he saw her, he coughed and waved his hand in front of his face.

“Hey, you’re up.”

“I didn’t see you leave last night, but someone said they saw you getting an Uber with Mac—you didn’t go home with him, did you?”

Clare texted back, “Yeah.”

“Where are you?”

“At his place. He said he was gonna get coffee.”

Sheila hooked up with him, too. He left his place in the morning and waited for her to leave on her own.” Then, “There’s more. Let’s meet. I have some things to tell you. Don’t panic, though.”

Clare went and sat down in Mac’s Lazyboy and started out the window at a bird bath, covered in wet brown leaves.

Fucking Portland.
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Things I Have Learned About Social Justice

By Brad Cox

Oh man, when I found out we were going to be talking about social justice, I was incredibly excited. Mostly because it sounds like a fucking superhero name. Spoiler alert—it isn’t. I am nearly 35 years old and I was raised in the Midwest. When I was forming my opinions of the world, I had never heard the term “social justice” and I had to go looking for it. I knew it was a thing around me. But, as I have grown older, I have never intended to be hurtful or dismissive of a person’s identity—but, I have found it harder than fuck to keep up. I do try and I hope that’s what matters.

2) Black Lives Matter

It’s pretty rad that all ya’ll have finally noticed that black lives matter. I grew up really believing that the cognitive dissonance of underlying racism was just never gonna boil over, that these old white fucks—and all these redneck fucks, from whom I’ve had to hear “I’m not racist, but...” come out of their mouths literally a million times—would never just nut the fuck up and say “Goddamn, I hate them” or “insert slur here.” I was wrong. We got all that underlying rage right out in the open and, for me, the first deep cut into our social mask was Trayvon Martin. My generation had Rodney King, but the whiteys who own the media managed to keep that one reasonably contained. After we lost Trayvon, they couldn’t hide how they were killing black people anymore. Now, we know and we cannot un-know. Seriously though...BLACK LIVES MATTER!

3) Feminism Has Become Confusing

...not because I don’t understand what it is or why it’s important. I was raised by a single immigrant mother. Ok, I’ll admit, we immigrated from Canada in the ’60s, but when my dad got bored with beating the shit out of my mom, we split and she had to toe the line on her own (with very little work experience and nothing past Canadian high school, which I guess American employers didn’t believe existed). She died right before I moved to Portland and she left me a house. I know how important women are and that’s a fact! What I don’t understand, are women of the younger generation, who are often mad at me before they even speak to me. Have we, as men, really sunk so far down the abyss of sexism and douche-baggery that this is a reasonable response? I truthfully don’t know, because I only have, like, four male friends and I respect all of them, which means they aren’t those dudes. Young ladies, you are strong and on your backs you carry us like that Aztec turtle thing—or was that a Mayan turtle thing? I don’t know, but thank you for being the love, in a world full of hate (I miss you, Mom! I hope you’re proud).

4) The Police State is in Full Effect

The police state is like Kid And Play in their prime: they are in effect, so fully! We all know how it went, 9/11, Patriot Act, new Vietnam, blah, blah, etc. The push toward global surveillance has been going on right in front of your smug faces since the late 30’s, when we just had to crack the enigma machine to beat the Nazis. Because—reasons. Since then, we have lost all forms of privacy, and we know this thanks to Edward Snowden and Julian Assange. They watch literally everything. When we had white riots in Portland, they rolled in like the National Guard on black protesters in the 30’s. When we defended Native water rights—based on treaty and law—someone lost their fucking arm to a water cannon in subzero temps. You do not have rights. I am a felon and I started getting beat up by cops young, so I’ve always known, but for those of you joining us now...welcome to 1984. BTW...LOL! IT SUCKZ!

5) There is No Justice Elsewhere

I’m going to close this one off by reminding everyone the most important thing we have all learned these last several years; the reason we need social justice—and, even those sometimes-irritating “SJWs”—is because we aren’t getting justice at all anymore. We have traded our rights, in a scheme not so different than the old protection rackets organized crime used to play. We fear the police and we certainly fear the court system. We now know that the system is rigged, and, hopefully, we aren’t so naive to think it’s just recently become that way. But, the racism in America is so deep, white people had to feel the disenfranchisement that minorities have always felt, to lose their fucking shit over it. So, now that you know, they’ve always been murdering black people. They have always been exploiting and demonizing immigrant workers and families. Women have always been getting raped and harassed. The police have never—not one fucking time—given a shit. Now that we all know this, now we have social justice. Unfortunately, I think the time for social justice may have passed and the time for revolution looms ahead.

Identities...Black Lives Matter!

Forever...BLACK LIVES MATTER!

The police state is like Kid And Play in their prime: they are in effect, so fully! We all know how it went, 9/11, Patriot Act, new Vietnam, blah, blah, etc. The push toward global surveillance has been going on right in front of your smug faces since the late 30’s, when we just had to crack the enigma machine to beat the Nazis. Because—reasons. Since then, we have lost all forms of privacy, and we know this thanks to Edward Snowden and Julian Assange. They watch literally everything. When we had white riots in Portland, they rolled in like the National Guard on black protesters in the 50’s. When we defended Native water rights—based on treaty and law—someone lost their fucking arm to a water cannon in subzero temps. You do not have rights. I am a felon and I started getting beat up by cops young, so I’ve always known, but for those of you joining us now...welcome to 1984. BTW...LOL! IT SUCKZ!

There is No Justice Elsewhere

I’m going to close this one off by reminding everyone the most important thing we have all learned these last several years; the reason we need social justice—and, even those sometimes-irritating “SJWs”—is because we aren’t getting justice at all anymore. We have traded our rights, in a scheme not so different than the old protection rackets organized crime used to play. We fear the police and we certainly fear the court system. We now know that the system is rigged, and, hopefully, we aren’t so naive to think it’s just recently become that way. But, the racism in America is so deep, white people had to feel the disenfranchisement that minorities have always felt, to lose their fucking shit over it. So, now that you know, they’ve always been murdering black people. They have always been exploiting and demonizing immigrant workers and families. Women have always been getting raped and harassed. The police have never—not one fucking time—given a shit. Now that we all know this, now we have social justice. Unfortunately, I think the time for social justice may have passed and the time for revolution looms ahead.
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DEVILS POINT • 5305 SE FOSTER RD • (503) 774-4513 • OPEN 11AM TO 2:30AM 7 DAYS A WEEK • FACEBOOK.COM/DEVILSPONT • @DEVILSPONTPDX
Rebels. Artisans. Revolutionaries. Troubadours. No other word summarizes ‘Frisco’s favorite fuckbeasts of rock ‘n’ soul, quite like The News, and that’s why Huey Lewis chose that name for them. They are here. They are now. They are happening.

We are proud to present the following listening guide for their seminal achievement in organized sound, Greatest Hits & Videos.

“The Heart Of Rock & Roll” - As the adage goes, rock stars are today’s philosophers and Lewis proves it on this track, in which he makes the case that rock and roll is still rock and roll, regardless of which American city it’s being played in. I’ll remember two moments for the rest of my life: the birth of one of my daughters and what it felt like to be in Detroit at a HLATN show when Huey sings the word “Detroit.”

“I Want A New Drug” - Even though Ray Parker Jr’s song “Ghostbusters” is widely regarded as a blatant rip-off of this blistering HLATN number, this song remains the closest that the NorCal arena-rock doo-whop outfit comes to embodying the greatness that is Ray Parker Jr.

“The Power Of Love” - This song is banned in all 50 states, for being single-handedly responsible for inspiring more skateboarding accidents than marijuana and puberty combined.

“Jacob’s Ladder” - If you don’t think this is heavy metal, then you need to check the periodic table of the elements, ya boron.

“Do You Believe In Love” - Legend has it, that the single most pathetic line ever sung using polyharmonic group vocals in a pop music recording, which appears in this song at 0:38 (“I don’t want to be lonely, baby, please help me”), exists because The News lost a sports bet allowing Huey to write any inane shit and they would have to sing it.

“Heart And Soul” - If doing cocaine doesn’t sound fun enough as it is, put this song on the stereo, put on a sports coat and push both your sleeves up... now, tell me how fucking ass-dandy a pile of cocaine sounds. Yeah. Now you understand why we did a lot of things the way we did back in the ‘80s.

“Back In Time” - A Harvard study published by quantum physicists demonstrated that in order for Huey Lewis to have the rustic, weathered voice that he had in his late 20s to early 30s, when the majority of his band’s catalog was recorded, he would have had to start smoking a pack of cigarettes a day—a whopping 150 years earlier. This discovery served as the inspiration for an early draft of a screenplay that would eventually become Back To The Future.

“Perfect World” - The title was a self-fulfilling prophecy, because whenever they would play this song, for a brief moment, it would be.

“I Know What I Like” - This song is the template for everything that a beer commercial anthem needs to be: a group of men chanting in the chorus, who refer to themselves in a self-affirming way. It makes me want to stand in some grass and high-five a man. I know what I like and that’s Miller Light.

“Trouble In Paradise” - According to unverified legend, shortly before recording the solos, the producer hired an actor to dress up as a doctor and approach the saxophone player in the studio, telling him that his wife is pregnant and will give birth to a baby girl in seven months. However, the saxophone player himself has cancer and will die in six months, so if he’s got anything to say to his unborn daughter, he had better say it with his saxophone. The saxophone player laid down the greatest saxophone solo in history and then in a complete surprise to everyone, walked to the back alley behind the studio and killed himself.

“Cruisin’” - Cruisin’ is code for fuckin’.

“Hope You Love Me Like You Say You Do” - This track has skipped from the first day I bought the CD, back in 2006.

“Hip To Be Square” - This song chronicled the band’s manager’s hip replacement surgery, due to a Sports-related injury and receiving a prototype prosthetic hip that was eventually discontinued due to its bulky, bulging, rectangular design.

“Couple Days Off” - In this track, Huey Lewis laments that “all (he) want(s) is a couple days off,” shortly before taking off the next 35 years of his career.
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Of course, I’d like to think my undeniably radical sexual skills are enough pleasure for any person I choose to take to bed. Realistically, sometimes I miss the mark. By miss the mark, I certainly don’t mean I lose track of the clitoris, the frenulum of the penis or the relative erectile tissues—I can find them with my tongue tied behind my back, thank you very much. But, sometimes, I’m distracted during sex, and when I am, it’s usually because I’m fantasizing about these amazing feminist icons. So, how can I blame my partners when I catch them calling out somebody else’s name? Just as long as that name is one of these history-making feminist icons.

These delightfully badass womyn are legendary hotties—though it isn’t their bodies that drive me mad with lustful desire. It’s their mind-brains, their ambition (my greatest ambition is to sleep for an uninterrupted ten hours) and their achievements in the face of the rampant misogyny we call planet Earth.

1) Sylvia Earle

When people go down on me, they should be wrist-deep inside, with their face absolutely buried in our puddle of mixed fluids. No stopping allowed, unless it’s a momentary gasp for air. But, if they pause to call out, “Sylvia Earle!,” I understand they’re thinking about the marine biologist and National Geographic explorer-in-residence known as “Her Deepness.” Sylvia Earle was the first head of an all-female aquanauts team, in a real-life Sealab. I know I’m not the only person who gets wet thinking about all those scientists collecting data, underwater together for 20 days. How could I blame my partner for fantasizing that our mere physical interactions are part of some larger experiment, for which they must take notes and pay precise attention to detail?

2) Dolores Huerta

If my partner moans softly, “Mmm, Dolores,” while they’re ramming me with a vibrator, I know immediately that they’re talking about Dolores Huerta and I don’t mind one bit. Because, I know that Dolores Huerta championed union rights for migrant workers, alongside César Chávez in the 1960s. Dolores and César co-founded United Farm Workers and she directed the grape boycott that brought so much attention to their cause, yet HE’S the one with streets named after him...typical. Dolores has been arrested at least 22 times for nonviolent civil disobedience, as she fought for farm workers rights. What could be sexier? So, please, by all means, bring a little Dolores Huerta to our vibrator session (she was even an honorary co-chair...).

3) Artemisia Gentileschi

Ah, Artemisia Gentileschi. Her name rhymes with “party pizza hentai messi,” so it’s probably only natural that her name would come up during especially sloppy sex. Not only was she the first woman admitted to Florence’s Academy Of Arts And Drawing, but she liked to paint women in positions of power, and men in positions of having their heads cut off and dripping in blood. The artistic portrayal of decapitation of rapists is a hot achievement that makes me proud to have my lovers call out Artemisia’s name.

4) Emily Wilding Davison

When I’m going down on somebody, there’s no feminist icon I enjoy thinking about more than Emily Wilding Davison, and I hope my partners think of her too. That’s because Emily Davison was a British suffragette so committed to her cause that she was force-fed in prison 49 times. In honor of her dedication, I eat pussy with a hearty appetite and suck cock with real thirst. I once hunger struck 22 times in one night, but that was just between eating 24 peanut M&Ms (and, it wasn’t so much a hunger strike as it was a foolhardy attempt to stop eating candy). But, Emily was so resolute to give women the right to vote, she actually stepped in front of King George V’s horse in 1913, causing fatal injuries. She’s a better agitator than I’ll ever be, which is why I like to fantasize about her while I’m luxuriously stuffing my mouth.

5&6) Marsha P. Johnson & Sylvia Rivera

If my partner and I are fooling around, but can’t quite elevate the mood, nobody else gets a party started like Marsha P. Johnson or Sylvia Rivera. That’s because these are two of the women who started the Stonewall Riot of 1969. Back then, police raids on queer bars were routine—consistently outing and otherwise endangering and inconveniencing queer patrons. But, not this fucking time! The Stonewall riot was a tipping point of sorts, where the patrons fought back against the cops—throwing bottles and otherwise not fucking having any of the police’s bullshit. After Stonewall, queerdos across the country were increasingly more organized to establish venues where they could peacefully unite and work against the homophobic laws of the time. When my partners bring up their names, I know they mean business and that a consensual bedroom riot is inevitable.

I’d like to take a moment to put silliness aside and say that violence—sexual or otherwise—happens to trans women of color at a much higher rate than other demographics. So, while Marsha and Sylvia do completely inspire me, it’s arguably disrespectful of me to fetishize/objectify them in this way, even if I am doing it to other women. They are powerful women, who changed history for the better and have done far more than just light my fire. It’s meant as a symbol of my affection for all of them, truly.

Under ordinary circumstances, I wouldn’t want my partner calling out somebody else’s name during sex. Even if it’s not true, at least pretend I’m the best and most interesting you’ve ever had—or even contemplated—for just this brief moment! But, then there are times when I undeniably concede that bringing somebody else’s thought to the party only amplifies the fun. I hope you too can find feminist icons to brighten up your bedroom antics.
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Auditioning Sexy, Motivated, 18+, Independent Lingerie Models
Contact Jamie @ (360) 281-7584
Daily Auditions Available Starting @ 11am
No Stage Fees— Earn Top Dollar
All-New Boom Boom Room!
New look! New sound! New feel!
Classy exotic dance club on upscale SW Barbur Blvd. Seeking top-quality dancers. Call (503) 919-8644
Auditions daily 2pm-8pm
Motivated models Needed
G Spot is hiring motivated, money-minded lingerie models 18+. Female owned & operated — the most established lingerie shop in PDX. Call Ivy at (503) 972-1111 or email sheena@pdxgirls.com

Talk is Cheap – And Dirty!
Call FREE! (503) 416-7435
Or (800) 700-6666
www.RedHotDateline.com
Where real gay men meet for uncensored fun! 18+
Browse & reply for free
(503) 416-7444

Like Domination?
Miss Karma Experienced In BDSM
Fully-Equipped Dungeon
3414 NE 82nd Ave PDX 97220

Rock Hard PDX
Specializing In Live Bands, Karaoke & 5-Star Food. Featuring Pool Tables, Video Poker, Sports, Game Competition.
www.RockHardPDX.com

Hypnox Photography
WWW.HYPNOX.COM • (206) 226-3853

Dennis Hof’s Team Bunny Ranch!
Now Hiring Fun Girls!
4 Reno/Tahoe Brothels
3 Las Vegas Brothels
Email MadamSuzette@BunnyRanch.com
Or Dennis@BunnyRanch.com
Or Call (888) 286-6972
We will work around your schedule and provide housing!
www.BunnyRanch.com
(You Don’t Have To Be On TV)

Seattle Dancers
Auditioning Daily For Girls Who Want To Make Fast Cash
Call (425) 378-8063 Auditions Daily
www.ClubSinRock.com

Anne’s Saloon
Only Strip Club In Clatsop County!
Hiring Dancers - No Experience Needed!
Low Stage Fees & Low Tip Out!
Call (503) 791-2842

Stars Cabaret
1500 Weston Court NE - Salem, OR
(503) 378-8063 Auditions Daily

Presley’s Playhouse
Dancers Wanted! Day Shift 2pm-8pm & Night Shift 8pm-2am.
Enjoy A $10 House Fee!
3803 Commercial St SE (Salem)
(503) 371-1565

Stars Bridgeport
Seeking Professional Entertainers & Staff
Call (503) 252-2403

Spearminth Rhino
Now hiring dancers!
Daily auditions from 4pm-7pm.
Call (503) 894-9219 for more info!

Club Rouge
Portland’s Premier Gentlemen’s Club
Always Contracting Entertainers
Drop-in Auditions are Mon-Sat 11am-6pm, Sun 2pm-6pm

Hunies is now selectively hiring
Email info with recent pics to PortlandHottestHunies@gmail.com

CABARET
17544 SE Stark St. Hiring girls 18 & over.
Auditions Mon-Sat 2pm-9pm.
Call (503) 252-3529

Safari Showclub
Auditioning Dancers 21+
For bookings or to schedule an audition, contact Aële
@ (503) 268-7429
Between 10am & 10pm

Devil Dancer Promotions
Booking 4 Casa Diablo & other strip clubs.
Wanted: Angelic faces with devilishly delightful bodies. Make more $$$ than God! 18+, no experience necessary.
Stage fee is only $2 per shift.
Call (503) 222-6600 now!
www.Booking.Dance/Audition

Mystic Gentlemen’s Club
Now Hiring Portland’s Top Entertainers
(21+) For All Shift! Open Auditions
Tuesdays & Fridays 2pm-8pm.
(503) 803-1830

Dream On Saloon
Now Hiring Dancers 21+
Low Stage Fees • No Mandatory Tip Outs
Work Any Shift Available – You Decide!
(503) 268-7429

Hawthorne Strip
Hiring Professional Entertainers 21+
To Set Up An Audition, Send A Few Photos, A Brief Summary Of Your Experience & Contact Information To HawthorneStrip@gmail.com

King’s Is Hiring Dancers
All Shifts Available
Call Leah At (503) 785-0155

Casa Diablo is the only strip club from Portland to make www.TUSCL.com’s Top 100 strip clubs in North America list!
We are fun and drama free!
If you liked the movie “Dusk ‘Til Dawn,” then you’re going to love us!
Shift fee is only $2!
Auditions at Casa Diablo Wed-Thu 4pm-7pm & Fri-Sat
& New Auditioning Mirror Dancers (503) 550-5111
At Dusk ‘Til Dawn 2pm-7pm Daily
Get started at www.Booking.Dance/Dancers

To Advertise Here, Call
(503) 804-4479

Classy Incall & Hotel Outcall
(971) 678-4107
Serious Inquirers Only
BustyModelAllie.com
ATTENTION DANCERS

WE PAY A WEEKLY SALARY OF $450!
Relax On Beautiful White Sand Beaches,
Overlooking Crystal Clear Ocean Waters!

FREE HOUSING AVAILABLE!
Call Today...
671-688-5235

FREE ROUND-TRIP AIRFARE!
GUAM’S CLUB USA SHOWCLUB OFFERS
ENTertainers the OPPORTUNITY OF
A LIFETIME!

DANCE & DRINK COMMISSIONS,
PLUS TIPS PAID TO YOU NIGHTLY!

WWW.CLUBUSAGUAM.COM • EMAIL US AT PAT@CLUBUSAGUAM.COM • 671-688-5235
1270 N MARINE CORPS DR • PMB 781 SUITE 101 • TAMUNING, GUAM U.S.A. 96913

EXOTIC DANCERS WANTED
EXCELLENT EARNING OPPORTUNITY! $450 WEEKLY SALARY + DRINK AND DANCE COMMISSIONS + TIPS! MUST BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OF AGE, EMAIL RECENT PHOTOS TO JE7434@GMAIL.COM • CONTACT MALE JE (671) 688-7434

ENJOY A NICE WORKING VACATION IN THE WARMTH OF PARADISE!
FREE AIRFARE FOR A 2-3 MONTH CONTRACT!
LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS AVAILABLE FOR $15/DAY!
FRIENDLY AND SAFE WORKING ENVIRONMENT!
Sacred WHORES
Healing More Than Sex
by Anna Suarez

I am a sacred whore. I am a pure, holy woman that loves to fuck. I choose my lovers carefully, I am demanding and I do not settle for an erotic experience that does not empower me. I hope to heal my lovers with every caress. I hope my lovers will heal me—pulling me down to their warm depths.

A man once asked me, “What is the difference between a mere touch and a caress?” A caress sinks underneath the skin. A mere touch is fleshy. It is baseless. Why must we settle for sexuality that does not inflame the spirit?

I think back to my early sexual experimentation. I recall moments of being bent over in a brightly lit room. There was no ambition, no caress and no tenderness. I desire ecstasy and little deaths. If you are going to take me, dominate me. Do it with passion. With admiration.

With effort. I want to make art with our bodies—the sounds we utter, the maze of limbs and the praise of the mouth. I want nothing to do with your violent sex.

Living entrenched in a state of violence, I find myself nourishing my weariness with the tenderness of Eros—the creative force of love. In my bedroom, I ornament the plaster walls with long stretches of lace, amber incense and pink lighting. I hide in what the French call douce—something soft and sweet. With raspberry juice on my fingers, I read of the sacred whore: the goddesses of sexual healing.

In Mesopotamia, sexual healing was an act reserved for the temples. Gerda Lerner explores the origin of the sacred whore, illuminating that it was a har-
Dv8

www.MyDv8.com

HAPPY HOUR
4PM-7PM DAILY

INDUSTRY NIGHT
SUNDAY-THURSDAY
MIDNIGHT TO CLOSE

HAND-CUT ANGUS
STEAK DINNER

OPEN EVERY DAY 2PM-2:15AM
5021 SE POWELL BLVD • (503) 788-7178

FOR BOOKING, CALL DEVIN (503) 347-3267
Rat Face
Rat Face's rodent eyes scan the tiny downtown club from the front door. She walks over to me and the booking agent, Daniel. We represent Cash Me Outside Booking Agency.

“How’s your relationship with alcohol?” Daniel asks.

“I don’t drink,” Rat Face says.

Her jagged nose juts from her sunken face. Shark teeth shine from her freebase grin. She turns to the bartender.

“Two Long Islands,” she says.

Daniel and I shrug at each other when we see she’s just contradicted herself in front of us. We’re desperate, so we hire her anyway.

Fast forward a few months. Rat Face says she can’t find a babysitter. I work in the office more and dance less, so I am eager to take on any job off the pole. I go to her house to watch her two-year-old daughter and seven-year-old son.

I step into her one-bedroom apartment in Gresham. Newspapers, plastic bottles and fast food wrappers cover the floor. Her daughter rolls toward us in a walker, sucking a binky. An empty two-liter bottle blocks her path.

Rat Face introduces me to the kids.

“I’ll be back in six hours,” she says.

Rat Face leaves.

The kids and I play games, we read some books and bowl inside.

The son says he’s hungry. I walk to the fridge. Milk, hot dogs and bread peel from the bleak shelves. I open the freezer—two T.V. dinners and two ice trays sink in the void frost.

They ask for hot dogs. I also grab a can of potatoes and a can of green beans from the cupboard. We sit at the scum-encrusted kiddie table. The children eat every morsel on their plates.

Rat Face arrives. She pays me in cash. I say goodbye to the children. They scream and cry for me not to go. I wipe tears from the two tiny faces of neglect, then leave.

Skip to the incident.
Rat Face, at the same tiny club where she auditioned, leans over to the dude at her rack. She puts her arms around him. She bites his neck.

He pushes her away and jumps up. “What the fuck,” he says.

“You like it,” she says.

He touches his neck, then looks at his hand. Blood.

“You crazy bitch,” he says as he runs over to the bartender. He shows him the bite from Rat Face’s snaggletooth.

Agent Daniel calls Rat Face on the phone.

“Why did you bite him?” he asks.

“It turned me on,” she says.

“You’re fired,” he says. She doesn’t even change into her street clothes. She just grabs her dancer bag and walks out the door.

The bite victim was tested for HIV the next day and billed the agency for it. I still have the official document.

Ass Licker
I wipe the mouthpiece and the keys on the payphone inside the bar. I dial Daniel, the booking agent.

“Sarah is licking Shannon’s ass, while she’s on stage, holding the pole,” I say. “I can’t take this shit anymore.”

“Well, it’s her club,” Daniel says, coughing out what I guess to be a giant bong hit.

“But I have to see it, here, at work,” I say as I look over and see Sarah stand at the rack. “The OLCC says customers are supposed to be a foot away at all times.” Sarah thrusts her nose right into the center of Shannon’s ass cheeks, then glides the side of her face along one side of Shannon’s crisp apple bottom.

“Is she licking the hole?” Daniel asks.

“Right now, she is licking the sweat off her cheeks,” I say, my stomach in knots because Sarah is not the most attractive person on the planet. She looks like Animal from The Muppets, but with stringy blonde hair and an amorphous body with no ass of her own.

“I’ll call you back,” Daniel says. We both hang up. I go back to the dressing room and pack my makeup and stripper shoes into my dancer bag.

Daniel calls the same in-club payphone to talk to a sober minor, Kat, to verify my story, even though I hadn’t been drinking.

“That’s what’s going on,” Kat says, waving a customer down from the bar.

“Stop her,” Daniel says.

“I can’t,” Kat says, then hangs up to give a private dance in a curtained alcove to the guy she just called over.

Daniel calls the bartender, Keith, Sarah’s ex.

“Is Sarah licking Shannon’s ass?” Daniel asks, yet again.

“Yes,” Keith says while pouring a Bud draft.

“Well, you gotta stop her,” Daniel says, blowing out more weed smoke in a hellacious cough.

“It’s her club,” Keith says, while giving the beer to a loner guy at the bar.

“Keith, even though she’s a woman, she can’t do that,” Daniel says. “Even if they’re the same sex, the OLCC says it’s not okay,” Daniel says.

“I’ve been trying to get her out of here all night,” Keith says.

“We really can’t kick her out of her own club,” Daniel says. “But, the OLCC could bust her, so let’s just let her deal with that herself.”

“Exactly,” Keith says. They hang up.

I get dressed and go home, with permission and without getting fined $50 for leaving early.

Jaime Dunkle mixes the profound and the profane in her prose, with an altruism that stems from her background as a journalist. Her stories range from fiction to personal narrative and often blur between the two. You can cash her asside at JaimeDunkle.com or @JaimeDunkle. No creepers allowed.
15% Performers Discount
You work hard for the money, treat yourself right!
Save on Dancerwear Accessories Shoes and more!
Shoes by Pleaser

Sylvia’s PlayHouse
VEGAS-STYLE LINEUP
FRIDAY, MAY 19 - 2PM-2AM
BODY RUBS
FETISH
TOYS
DOMINATION
BONDAGE
SENSUAL STRIPTEASE
COUPLES
2-GIRL

www.PlayHousePortland.com
8226 NE FREMONT ST • 503-568-4090

TOMMY'S Too!
DAISY DUKE'S CONTEST
LAST FRIDAY, MAY 26
LIKE US ON

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED OFF I-205
15 MINUTES FROM THE AIRPORT & HAPPY VALLEY
NOW OPEN!
10AM-2AM DAILY
10335 SE FOSTER RD • (503) 432-8238
A buddy of mine compared feminists to skinheads on Facebook the other day and caught a lot of shit from female college students with shaved heads. Best popcorn I've had in weeks. However, I think he may have been on to something, but not what everyone would assume: what if the term “skinhead” was synonymous with anti-racism and people with hate-based ideology were simply abusing the label and ignoring its historical significance—just like traditional feminists vs. modern fauxmenists? Well, that turns out to be the case.

Although technically still alive in super-underground subcultures, the original (or “traditional”) skinheads consisted of black and white members, with a focus on fighting for the rights of working class dock laborers in the UK [1]. Ironically, the “two-toned” movement (a branch of the traditional skinhead culture that literally represents “black and white”) focused exclusively on anti-racist themes, with UK laborers drawing inspiration from Jamaican culture, imported by their black co-workers, with whom they sided in a display of classical socialism. A notable example of this is the ska genre (tangential to skinhead, mods and rude boy subcultures), with bands like Madness and The Specials not only embracing the two-toned theme with a racially mixed set of band members, but class war themes as well. The logo for the latter group is a goddamn black and white checkerboard pattern...the proof of racial harmony being a foundation of the skinhead subculture is sitting on a CD shelf at your local record store.

Speaking of which, record stores used to sell “music” on things called ‘vinyl albums’ and did not entirely limit their stock to Misfits shirts and weed pipes.

Back on topic, the idea of “skinhead” becoming synonymous with “racist” was completely off the table, as skinheads left their non-racist peers to join the KKK, but instead, a fault of the media, popular culture and social media (yes, zines and word-of-mouth count) shining the spotlight on the sexy-for-broadcast, good-for-ratings racist variety of “skinhead” that American audiences would love to hate.

The process by which, over time, popular culture filters out authenticity of a subculture or movement—in a way that allows for retention of only the worst aspects of said subculture or movement—is what I call the Lowest Common Denominator Half-Life. No, I’m not referring to playing XBox with your mentally-challenged cousin...listen up.

Subcultures are consumed by pop culture, which in turn profits from them after filtering them through an LCD distillation process. During this process, all socially dangerous (read: effective) elements of the movement are stripped down, but the lowest common denominator elements seem to have a half-life that allows them to survive for much longer than the original movement’s core elements. Look at punk rock; punk went from one-dollar basement shows put on by people who didn’t know how to play their instruments, to weekend-long festivals with ninety-dollar-per-day price tags (and bottled water that costs about the same). Same thing with hip hop. Tune to any mainstream rap radio station, then follow it up with a Public Enemy album to see what I mean. Why do you think an NWA biopic was made without a single track from the group being brought back into radio rotation? And, yes, there are clean edits of NWA songs.

Hip hop and punk rock share something in common besides LCD half-life; both genres are (or were) a threat to the status quo. Jello Biafra and Ice Cube would expose institutionalized racism, corrupt governments, methods of resistance and, of course, include catchy hooks and gritty riffs to addict the listener. Once the mainstream media machine gets a hold of it, Jello goes missing and Ice Cube ends up on a raft in Oregon. And, in the same vein as traditional skinheads, as the numbers of conscious rappers and DIY punk rockers disappear from the market, their subculture is now umbrella’d under a watered-down label that goes against everything it once stood for.

Take a look at what’s happening with feminism and try to avoid comparing it to the skinhead movement. A movement originally oriented around equity, but now carries an emphasis on (group members) first, with fringe groups that advocate for the physical harm (or worldwide elimination of) an outside group of people, backed by claims regarding how that same outsider group of people are statistically more likely to commit violent crime, blaming an invisible, government-endorsed system of control for oppressing (group members) and endorsing a warped interpretation of socialist values, all the while stating that the movement has nothing to do with hating the outside group, but is simply about embracing pride of (group members).

The nine out of ten readers who know what feminism is actually about (and a handful of our writers) are probably steamling at the collar reading this, but take this example as a warning, not a criticism; your movement may contain fringe groups of non-accepted-as-the-norm, hate-filled members (Nazis, TERFs, etc.), but once the LCD Half-Life kicks in—after the mainstream media has pushed the major- ity of your rational, clear-thinking members to the shadows in favor of more advertiser-friendly fringe figures who represent the worst of the worst that your group has to offer—say goodbye to your movement’s label as it’s handed over to the lunatics you’re sick of booting from your meetings.

Most people are good at heart, while the state (media, government, Oprah, etc.) is concerned with one thing: making a dollar. This is why the LCD Half-Life works twofold: it eliminates any threat to the status quo originally posed by a movement, while simultaneously commodifying the movement so that it can produce as much revenue for the longest amount of time. Honest, eye-opening discussion about gender being on a spectrum between two biologically defined points that many people don’t align with due to societal norms conflicting with diverse biological makeups? BO-RING. Give us a Kardashian that used to have a dick, then make ‘em curse a lot on television between bad surgical procedures. Oh, while you’re at it, give the former Wheaties box centerfold a “Woman Of The Year” award instead of that autistic teenage girl who cured a rare disease using household items. That will stick it to the o’patriarchy.

The government doesn’t endorse “social justice” of any kind, and behind any social movement is a handful of defiant people who came before laws. The first instance of women having the right to vote was in Wyoming, where male farmers (landowners) offered women voting rights in an effort to get vagi-na-bearing residents to move to Wyoming [2]. Rosie The Riveter? She was a propaganda campaign to keep factories running while their former occupants were fighting a war. Women voting? No money to be made. War? Money to be made. Are we seeing a pattern yet?

So, the LCD Half-Life explains why Amy Schumer and Lena Dunham got more air time in the last five weeks than Kathleen Madigan has received since earning “Best Female Comic” twenty years ago, or why Adele (boring, uninspired, consumes lots of baked goods) has one hit single that outlasts Florence + The Machine’s (empowered, multi-talented, risky) entire career. It’s the same reason that Dropkick Murphys had to kick a dude out of their show for doing Hitler salutes during the band’s ode to traditional skinheads (YouTube it) or why Brian “Mus ic For Your Dad” Setzer’s old band Stray Cats gave props to skinheads in a track titled “Rumble In Brighton,” that no one but your dad (and a few traditional skinheads) has heard.

Oh, just in case you want to do your research, keep in mind that the top result for “Black Skinhead” takes internet users to a Kanye West song. If that doesn’t prove my point, I don’t know what will.


NATIONAL TEACHER DAY
TUESDAY, MAY 2
COME SEE OUR NAUGHTY SCHOOLGIRLS

CINCO DE MAYO PARTY
FRIDAY, MAY 5
FREE NACHO BUFFET 3PM-7PM
$1 TACOS AND $3 BURRITOS 11:30AM-7PM
MODELO AND CORONITA SPECIALS ALL DAY
PRIZES AND GIVEAWAYS

(SINGLE) MOTHER’S DAY
SUNDAY, MAY 14
COME SUPPORT OUR SINGLE MOTHERS

ARMED FORCES DAY
SATURDAY, MAY 20
1 FREE FOOD MENU ITEM WITH YOUR MILITARY ID OR VA CARD

OPEN AT 4PM MEMORIAL DAY

DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS • HAPPY HOUR ‘TIL 7PM
LARGE OUTDOOR PATIO AREA • 6 OREGON LOTTERY MACHINES
2 POOL TABLES • 6 STAGES

17180 SE McLoughlin Blvd / Milwaukie, OR 97267 / (503) 908-1177
Open Mon-Sat 11:30am-2am & Sun 4pm-Last Call • www.pdxgold.club
Auditioning dancers 18 and up • Contact (971) 263-7772
Auditions

Every Night 9PM-10PM

15031740/1141

Union Jacks Club

www.UnionJackClub.com
DREAM ON SALOON
A COUNTRY & POP MUSIC STRIP BAR
DREAMONSALOON.COM

LAST THURSDAY COUNTRY NIGHT

HAPPY HOUR
11:30AM-5PM

DANCERS
- PAY ONE LOW STAGE FEE
- THREE PRIVATE DANCE AREAS & NO TAKE OUT
- NO MANDATORY TIP OUTS
- WORK ANY SHIFT THAT IS AVAILABLE
- 21+ DANCERS ONLY
DANCERS CALL ALÉ (503) 268-7429
- SEE SCHEDULE AT DREAMONSALOON.COM

Check Out Our Dream Girls!

Cinnamon

15920 SE STARK ST • (503) 253-8765 • OPEN 11:30AM-2AM DAILY
Infamous Vegan House of Sin
CASA DIABLO
Bachelors • Birthdays • Divorces • Swingers • Business Parties • Bachelorettes

2839 NW St. Helens Road, Portland, Oregon 97210 • (503) 777-6600
Open Daily from 11:00am to 2:30am • www.CasaDiablo.com
PORTLAND’S MOST PROVOCATIVE PLAYHOUSE!

Hunnies

Turning Your Fantasies Into A Reality!

NEW OWNERSHIP! NEW GIRLS!

OPEN 24 HOURS

Sianna Is Waiting For You!

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED • ATM • AIR CONDITIONED

3520 NE 82ND AVE • (503) 254-4226
BRIDGEPORT
503.726.2403 • 17939 SW MCEWAN RD • 97224
FACEBOOK.COM/STARCABARETBIDGEPORT
@STARSBRIDGEPORT

WILD, WILD WEST PARTY
THURSDAY, MAY 25
MECHANICAL BULL RIDING CONTEST & MORE
MORE ON MONDAYS
$10 GETS YOU ENTRY & A FREE PRIME RIB DINNER
EVERY MONDAY 6PM-9PM

SALEM
503.370.8063 • 1550 WESTON CT NE • 97301
FACEBOOK.COM/STARSSALEM • @STARSINSALEM

CINCO DE MAYO PARTY WEEKEND
FRIDAY, MAY 5-SUNDAY, MAY 7
HOSTED BY 21ST BIRTHDAY GIRL ENVY
FOOD + DRINK SPECIALS & MORE
TACOS & TEQUILA TUESDAYS
50¢ TACOS & CUERVO SPECIALS
ALL DAY, EVERY TUESDAY

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM STARCABARETGIRLS

WWW.STARCABARET.COM
NEW DANCERS WELCOME • NOW HIRING BAR, COCKTAIL & DOOR STAFF

Mandi

$5 LUNCH SPECIALS
MON-FRI 11AM-4PM
ALL LOCATIONS